Events at the

Museum • Space Shuttle BURAN • IMAX DOME Cinema • Event Hall • Forum • Restaurant • Open Air Ground • Hotel • Catering • Fun & Entertainment

L E AV E T H E O R D I N A R Y B E H I N D
The Technik Museum Speyer is offering you exceptional possibilities for organizing your events. Be it a stand-up reception at the BURAN space shuttle, product presentations and gala dinner in the event hall “Hangar 10” or a conference in
the Forum – In our museum you will find the right location for every kind and size of event in a truly unique ambience.
Celebrate surrounded by numerous rarities of technological history and enjoy an exclusive tour of Europe’s largest
space exhibition “Apollo and Beyond”. We make it possible for you!

Technik Museum Speyer

OUR LOCATIONS AT A GLANCE
The right location for everyone
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Location

Suitable for

Capacity

Specialties

1

FORUM

Conferences, lectures, presentations

350 people (cinema seating)

Huge screen size 18 x 26 m, projection
area 16 x 12 m, stage 120 m2, exclusive
gallery for coffee breaks

2

IMAX DOME
Cinema

Movie shows

330 people

Gigantic dome screen with 1,000 m2
projection area, movies change every
hour, exclusive movie shows possible

3

Liller Hall

Stand-up receptions, get-together

200 people standing at bistro tables

Stand-up receptions in the historic
museum hall at the vintage car or fire
engine exhibition

4

Antonov An-22

Stand-up reception, get-together

80 people standing at bistro tables

Unique ambience in the hull of a gigantic
propeller transportation aircraft

5

Event Restaurant “Weindorf”
with Terrace

Lunch, dinner, barbecue

Restaurant: 300 people
Terrace: 100 people

Event restaurant with special decoration,
dine in the “Town Hall“ or in wine barrels,
beautiful terrace for rustic events

6

Museum Wilhelmsbau /
Concert Saloon

Stand-up receptions, get-together

100 people standing at bistro tables

Stand-up receptions at the automatic
musical instruments exhibition with
appropriate decoration, exclusive guided
tours and demonstrations possible

7

Convention Center

Conferences

10 - 100 people depending on the room
and the type of seating

Three conference rooms and separate
room for coffee breaks and finger food

8

Event Hall
“Hangar 10”

Conferences, gala dinner, product presentations, fairs, team events

1,200 people standing at bistro tables
700 people seated

Modern event hall with floor heating and
air conditioning, size adjustable by separation curtain, daylight, room darkening
possible

9

Restaurant “Hangar 10”
with Terrace

Dinner, barbecue

Restaurant: 330 people
Terrace: 200 people

Fantastic view of the museum grounds,
barbecues under aircraft wings

10

Space Exhibition
Hall

Stand-up receptions, get-together, dinner

800 people standing at bistro tables
350 people seated
Roof terrace: 100 people standing at
bistro tables

Events directly next to the space shuttle
BURAN and Europe‘s largest space
exhibition, unique ambience, roof terrace
with view of Speyer Cathedral

11

Open Air Ground

Club meetings, team events,
large events

variable

Space for large events with tent installations and outdoor stages, reservation of
exclusive areas for club meetings possible

12

Hotel Speyer am Technik
Museum

Accommodation

108 rooms
Caravan park with 90 pitches

Modern rooms, free parking places,
hearty breakfast buffet

13

Hotel Speyer am Technik
Museum / Maybach Saloon

Dinner

70 people seated

Separate room for family celebrations
and smaller events

Technik Museum Speyer

WONDERLAND OF TECHNOLOGY
Make the Decisive Step
Encounter unique milestones of space flight and
technological history at the Technik Museum Speyer.
See, hear, smell and feel pioneering spirit and ingenuity on an indoor space of some 25,000 m2 and vast
outdoor grounds showing more than 3,000 exhibits.
Start your event with a reception in a fantastic ambience surrounded by the icons of automobile history. Then invite your guests to experience Europe’s
largest space flight exhibition up close and to enjoy
an unforgettable dinner under the wings of the space
shuttle BURAN.

• Open 365 days a year
• Guided tours of the museum in German, English
and French language also out of regular hours
• Stand-up reception, finger food or seated dinner at the vintage cars or in the space flight hall
with an exclusive tour of the exhibition

Technik Museum Speyer

HANGAR 10
A r r a n g e a s Yo u L i k e

Our modern event hall “Hangar 10” offers endless
possibilities for your event, gala dinner, product
presentation, conference or convention.
On 1,200 m2 we offer flexible space for your event.
For instance, how would you like a conference in
the separable area of the hall followed by an evening
event surrounded by vintage cars and aircraft?
Enjoy a unique experience in a truly unique ambience
– we adjust to your event.

• 1,200 m2 floor area without pillars,
separable into 480 or 720 m2
• Air-conditioned with floor heating
• Daylight, room darkening possible

• Capacity:
Standing:
Banquet:
Round tables:
Theater:
Parliamentary:

1,200 people
700 people
500 people
800 people
500 people

Technik Museum Speyer

OPEN AIR
Room to Move

150,000  m2 of free open-air space and the large event
hall “Hangar 10” with a floor area of 1,200 m2 are offering
plenty of space even for the largest events. Surrounded
by impressive exhibits like the Boeing 747 “Jumbo Jet”,
the SAR cruiser John T. Essberger or a submarine of the
German federal navy you will find enough room for tent
installations, open air events, incentives or club meetings – we will plan with you an unique experience for
your guests.
Come aboard the Antonov An-22: Be it a reception,
finger food buffet or product presentation – The
unique ambience in the hull of this giant of the skies
will grace your event with a very special touch.

• Open-air space 150,000 m2 with unique large exhibits like a
Boeing 747 “Jumbo Jet”, an Antonov An-22 aircraft (largest
propeller aircraft of the world), a submarine of the German
federal navy and a SAR cruiser
• Particularly suited for tent installations, concerts, incentives,
club meetings etc.
• Event hall “Hangar 10”
• Capacity wide-bodied aircraft Antonov An-22
Theater:
60 people
Stand-up reception: 80 people
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FORUM & IMAX DOME CINEMA
In the Centre of the Action
The FORUM is a conference and convention location of superlatives. The auditorium with 350 seats
and the large stage with an area of 120 m2 make it a
perfect place for lectures or product presentations.
We will be glad to provide the catering for your welcome reception, coffee break or lunch buffet on the
FORUM gallery with an admirable view of the museum lobby.
In the IMAX DOME cinema, just a few steps away from
the FORUM, your guests can encounter a truly exceptional movie experience. In contrast to other movie
theaters, in the IMAX DOME the film is not shown on a
flat screen but rather on a gigantic dome with an area
of almost 1,000 m2, which puts the visitors into the
middle of the action and makes for an absolutely stunning movie experience.

• FORUM for lectures and presentations
350 seats
Screen size 18 x 26 m
Projection area approx. 16 x 12 m
2k cinema projector (2 times full HD) for presentations
22,000 Watt sound system
• IMAX DOME movie theater
330 seats
Gigantic dome screen with a projection area of almost 1,000 m2
Movies start every hour on the hour (exclusive shows possible on request)
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HOTEL SPEYER AM TECHNIK MUSEUM
Pleasant Conclusion

After your day’s work is done, spend the night at our
“Hotel am Technik Museum” that is located in a central but nonetheless calm surrounding. Feel at home in
one of the 108 modern appointed rooms and enjoy the
fascinating view of the museum right from the beginning of the day.

• Hotel Speyer am Technik Museum
108 modernly appointed rooms all with satellite TV, shower, WC,
telephone and W-LAN
Hearty breakfast buffet
Sufficient free parking spaces directly at the hotel.
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CONFERENCE CENTRE
Work Can be Fun!

Our modern conference centre is ideally located on
the ample open-air ground between the museum and
the hotel. Its three well-equipped conference rooms
for up to 100 people create a calm atmosphere with
room for concentration and privacy. We offer attractive conference packages, up-to-date presentation
technology and high quality catering.

• Capacity conference centre
Mercedes Saloon (135 m2)
Theater:
100 people
Parliamentary: 60 people
U-Form:
24 people

Ferrari Saloon (56 m2)
Theater:
40 people
Parliamentary: 24 people
U-Form:
20 people

Porsche Saloon (40 m2)
Theater:
20 people
Parliamentary: 12 people
U-Form:
12 people

• Other possible conference locations
FORUM: 350 people (cinema seating)
Event hall “Hangar 10“: 70 to 1200 people depending on
hall separation and type of seating
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DELIGHT FOR THE TASTE BUDS
I n d u l g i n g Yo u r s e l f C a n b e s o E a s y

Do you like to enjoy it hearty, juicy, rustic aromatic
with a touch of campfire? Or do you rather like it colorful, soft, sweet, creamy, a little kittenish but not with
too many calories? Or rather the opposite? Or maybe
completely different? We shape your taste and transform your ideas into a feast for the senses.
But its not only our catering that is special: Experience unique ambiences in our diverse restaurants.
Whether regional at the event restaurant “Weindorf”,
casual at the bistro with beer garden, modern at the
restaurant “Hangar 10”, exclusive at the space exhibition hall, informal at the Maybach Saloon or as a
major event at the event hall “Hangar 10” – we meet
every taste.
We offer culinary delights in ambiences arranged
to your liking and limitless possibilities to turn your
event into a true highlight.

• Catering locations
Weindorf: 300 seats
Bistro with beer garden: 100 seats
Restaurant “Hangar 10“: 330 seats (round tables)
Maybach Saloon: 70 seats
Space exhibition hall: 350 seats
Event hall “Hangar 10”: 700 seats
Open-air ground: max. variable (depending on the arrangement)
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SOCIAL PROGRAM
L e t U s E n t e r t a i n Yo u
To provide the right location with an unique ambience and culinary delights for your event is just the
first step for us: we also create touching moments
which tickle the senses and arouse the emotions of
your guests.
Whether a football event shown on a large video wall
within the exhibition, an active team-building program with museum rally or an open-air concert of
superlatives – we will stage your concepts, ideas and
visions in a tasteful and exciting way and endow your
event with the special “Magic Moment”.

• We offer:
Bands and artists
Fun and action
Technical equipment
Hotel accommodation
Team events
“Museum rally”
LANZ Bulldog show
Bus transfers etc.
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CONTACT & HOW TO FIND US
(    +49 (0)6232 6708-43
Fax +49 (0)6232 6708-20
E-Mail: event@technik-museum.de
Technik Museum Speyer
Am Technik Museum 1 • 67346 Speyer
For more information visit our
homepage www.technik-museum.de/event
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